
#hysteria – or: 9 Hysterical Media Truths You’ll Never Believe! was a 
workshop that took place at transmediale 2019 in Berlin at the Haus der 
Kulturen der Welt.  A mixed group of participants, we discussed how various 
conversations and interactions, mediated through the hashtag, move people 
worldwide toward the expression of feelings or the taking of action — arising 
and evolving as subjects, topics, challenges, and collective engagements. 
Further, at the session, we focused on cultural histories of #hysteria, and the 
broader impact of the use of #hashtags on #economy, #infrastructures and 
#environments, as well as on the #experienceofeverydaylife.

Controlled information pollution through the micro-targeting of advertising, 
filter bubbles, attracting clickbaits and instagram-influencers over the 
landscape of social media platforms a�ect, synthetically stress, and enable 
power over irrational user behaviour. Hashtags are the neurotransmitters of 
hysterical communications in the nervous system of online platforms, 
delivery services, logistic centers and real time cultural production.

hashtags mark and amplify trends, gather data

-> affect global logistics: butterfly effect becomes more real!

filtering and organizing function of hashtag on the web is illusion

incapacitation of women

explanation, when things get out of control

tool of managing

#hysteria & crowd psychology

hard to act counter to crowd movements

hysteria is a management technique

what is the 
patriarchal/feminist 
genealogical heritage 
of #hysteria (when 
we use it in this 
way)?

is objectivity imbued with patriarchy?

does 
#hysteria 
need an 
orgasm?

IKEA
IS
THE
EVIL

FIRE!!!!

hashtags change meaning

cycles of feedback getting smaller and faster

a note (a seed of fake news) is spreaded, people react to it,
bots catch up – the news become independent in hysterical dimensions

hastags are useful, since they enable tracking?

#actuality #planeBae

"Doctor, I feel guilty about beeing not tidy enough. 

Will I lose my milenniality?"

out of control
#feminindiscourse

#KonMari

Micro Fame

#hashtag appropriation

DANGER OF TRANSGRESSION, RESONANZKATASTROPHE!

marks presence (tagging in Gra�ti as predecessor)

a community

creates space on conversation (disskussionsräume)

creates a series/coherence

missspelled hashtags create familiar/privat communities

genealogy of #hashtagging: early on connected to crisis
current a�airs, attention/news cycle temporalities

ACTUALITY

#exposecatholicschools

storm in a tea cup

hysteria by repeating, amplifying

hysteria linked to not knowing the size of a discussion

@TypingSlow

what is the difference between a 
large public debate and #hysteria?

At what point is there a heated up discussion?

When is it a hysterical peak?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hysteresis

recommending algorithms – control

-> is #tagging in a knowledge management environment 
stimulating epistemic hysteria?

hashtags for filtering messages (ordering knowledge)

For me, it is not for searching.
It appears and I might click on it
– or not.

It is a filter

Is it good or bad?

Hysteria/Emotions not necessarily connected to 
hashtags

Why are you searching for this hashtag?t

Paul Virilio

too fast, man

consumer market cures:

stressBalls digital detox

ASMR mindfulness

CBD

mass hysteria
pop culture

Pokémon

Nocebo effect

https://monoskop.org/images/9/93/Maines_Rachel_P_The_Technology_of_Orgasm_Hysteria_the_Vibrator_and_Womens_Sexual_Satisfaction.pdf

Uterus Man, https://vimeo.com/82164043

hysteria: wandering womb

https://hyperallergic.com/164210/uterus-man-pelvis-chariot-and-the-irreverent-video-games-of-lu-yang/

Charcot: visual psychology
Freud: expanding hysteria -> talking cure

#electrosensitivity

#electrosmog

louise bourgeois : arch of hysteria

#metoo

Trump vs. NFLburned nike logos
#justdoit

#burnyournikes

restistance

#readMoreBooksLessTV

#dontgotothethirdboard

#topic: PRESI

does #hysteria stimulate or demand 
a societal talking cure?

9 Hysterical Media Truths You'll
Never Believe! 🔥

#ideographic
#languages
#chinesehashtag

I HAVE A LAPTOP

skatepong
jtreg
projects
t
I lost all your hashtags!
simple
TickTock
wholeSentenceHashtag
NeuLand
WhatsAppHashTag
unHashtaggable
whyNoInterpunctions
MasterchefBot
justVisiting 
HumbleBrag 
GoVegan! 
PlantsTerror 
FreelanceModel 
konmari 
listening 
PhDLife

#MISPELLEDHASHTAG

#ICANTTHINKOFANYHASHTAG

#INSIDERHASHTAG

#jtreg

#glitchchallenge
#pleasedontmakeitsocomplicated

#эстетикаебеней

noisy/redundant hashtags: #bla #hashtag #heschähashtagt

insider hashtags to search and find

#myhashtagisTHEBEST

https://awwapp.com/b/uotevjuzf/
#easthetic

i'm hungry


